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Two Eastern employees ·file federal lawsuit
ByTRAVIS SPENCER
Staff writer
Two Eastern employees filed a federal
wiretapping lawsuit last week claiming a
personal telephone conversation was
intercepted and disclosed to administrators
and a local union representative.
Billy (Mike) Waddell, chief operating
engineer of the steam plant; and Eldridge
(Elroy) Bowlby, an aditlinistl'ative assistant in
the Facilities, Planning and Management,
filed the lawsuit Friday in Urbana. Both
declined comment Monday.

The lawsuit names Wayne Bosler, a
stationary fireman in the steam plant; Paul
Michaud, fonner director of human resources
for Eastern; Ted Weidner, director of the
Facilities, Planning and Management; Rusty
Thompson. business representative for the
International Union of Operating engineers;
and the union as defendants in the lawsuit
The suit alleges Bosler obtained the tape of
the intercepted telephone conversation
between Bowlby and Waddell. They were in
their own homes when the telephone
conversation allegedly was recorded.
Glenn Stanko, a Champaign attorney

representing Waddell and Bowlby, said he
could not comment on how the telephone
conversation may have been recorded. Nor
does he know who recorded the telephone
conversation.
"We don't know who taped it, but we have
some suspicions," Stanko said.
Bosler, who is supervised by Waddell,
allegedly played the tape for Michaud on or
around April 2, 19%, in Michaud's office, the
lawsuit states.
Michaud, who now lives in Ohio, was
unavailable for comment Monday.
The lawsuit also alleges the tape was

played again on or around April 5, 1996,
during a meeting between Bosler, Weidner
and 1bompson in Weidner's office.
Weidner is Waddell's immediate
supervisor, and is the supervisor of Bowlby's
immediate supervisor. Weidner would not
comment on the lawsuit, but did say he
would work with Eastem's legal counsel
concerning the suit
Bosler and Thompson also were
unavailable for comment Monday.
"(The) plaintiffs believe the telephone
conversation which was taped related to worlc:

See LAWSUIT page 2

Concert coordinator
says lazy students
result in low sales
UB one-third from breaking even
for Collective Soul spring concert
ByTRACV BROWN
Acti Viti~ editor
With a little more than 1,5.00 tickets sold for the Collective Soul
concert, the University Board is only one-third of the way toward
breaking even, said Edie Stump, VB concert coordinator.
Stump refused to comment on how much VB was spending on the
concert.
''I am relying on a student body that is not reliable," Stump said.
Stump said the reason for the low student ticket sales is the student
body's "laziness and the fact that students just don't care about
activities offered to them on campus.
"I would hope that students would like to do more with their time
than spend all their time at the bars. This (concert) is one piace that
you don't have to be a certain age to get in and have a good time,"
.
Stump said.
More general public tickets than student tickets have been sold for
the upcoming_ April 25 concert, she said Lantz Gymnasium has a
capacity to seat·4,<XX> people.
During the 1996 spring concert featuring the BoDeans, ticket sales
brought in about$26,<XX>. UB lost about $1,434 from the concert.
During the 1995 spring concert featuring Hootie and the Blowfish
and Toad the Wet Sprocket, $55,250 was made in ticket sales.
Overall, the concert brought the UB a profit of about $12,534.
Stump said she has done as much as she can to advertise the
concert.
''I have put in 30 to 40 hours a week just to make the concert

See TICKETS page 2
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Hitting the books
Charles Phillips, a senior environmental biology major, and
Anthony Santerel/i, a senior bio-chemistry major, study Monday
night at Coffee Express in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

ANNA BETZELBERGER/ Associate photo editor
Christina Hadin, a sophomore communication disorders major, talks about her life experiences while Karina
Elmozinio, a psychology graduate student, listens during a panel discussion titled "Gay Ma"iages" Monday
night in the Effingham Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Panel ·says family, friends don't
always accept homosexuality
ByTRACY BROWN
Activities editor
The hardest part of being a
homosexual in today's society is
being accepted by family members
and friends, which was the topic
Monday of a panel discussion.
Thirty students listened to the
panel's discussion of horoosexuality,
which was part of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Allies Union Awareness
Week.
The panel consisted of two
homosexual couples, which included
Eric Anderson, a graduate student of
Eastern with a bachelor's degree in
English and Aaron Gerlach7 the
president of the LGBAU, Christina
Hardin, the educator of the LGBAU
and Karina Elmorznino, a graduate
student who is working toward a
degree in psychology.
·
Anderson said he always realiz.ed
that he was different, but grew up in
a racist, sexist and homophobic
family.
:'My brother would always say
jokes about homosexuals such as
'Aids are for faggots' and my parents

would go along with it," he said. ''I
was taught by my family to hate
homosexuals and therefore myself."
Hardin said when her mom found
out that she was a lesbian, her mom
started crying.
''Fll'St she said to me 'How is your
sister going to deal with this?' She
also told me I was 'going to get
AIDS and die,"' Hardin said. "It was
a time in my life when I needed my
mom the most and she did not
support me."
Gerlach said growing up in a
small town and having the same
twelve kids in class from
kindergarten to high school was hard
because the town expected everyone
to be the same.
"I had a hard time dealing with my
friends when they found out that I
was a homosexual," Gerlach said.
He said some of his friends did not
even understand what being
homosexual meant. "One day, I told
a girlfriend I was a homosexual and
she didn't even know what a
homosexual was," he said.
Gerlach said he told another friend
and she believed all the stereotypes

she had been told about homosexuals.
"She believed at one time that
homosexual males like to match the
wallpaper with the carpet," he said.
Elmoznino said she tried having
boyfriends in high school because
she did not want to be different from
the rest of the kids.
"My sister was two years youqger
than me and she had a boyfriend, so I
decided that I had to get a boyfriend,
too," she said. "But I wasn't really
interested in boys."
Hardin said she also dated boys in
high school because she said that was
what was expected of her.
"I used to date guys and I even had
a long-term relationship with a guy
when I was a sophomore." she said.
"But that relationship was easy for
me because he was a senior and left
and went to college so we did not
have to see each other."
Hardin and .Anderson both said
their parents have now learned to
accept their homosexuality.
All four panel members say it is
still hard to tell new friends and
employees about their homosexuality
because they are afraid of rejection.
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Layers pool efforts to oust Justice Holdridge
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
group of activist Chicago lawyers
is challenging an appointment
orchestrated this year by state
Supreme Court Chief Justice
James Heiple.
The Chicago Council of
Lawyers charges that Justice
William E. Holdridge is violating
the state constitution by holding
two judicial positions at once.
The group has asked Illinois
· Attorney General Jim Ryan and
three state's attorneys to begin
legal proceedings that would
force Holdridge to step down

from one of his jobs.
Ryan and the state's attorneys
in Cook and Sangamon counties
declined to file a challenge in
court, but the Chicago lawyers
are prepared to do it themselves
if LaSalle County State's
Attorney Michael James also
says no, executive director
Malcolm Rich said Monday.
Holdridge, 49, of Farmington
is a former Heiple law clerk who
sits on the state appeals court in
the 3rd District. In January,
Holdridge was picked to direct
the Administrative Office of the

Illinois Courts, which means he
also serves as secretary of the
Illinois Courts Commission - the
judicial body currently considering misconduct charges against
Heiple.
"Our concern is not whether
Mr. Holdridge can get by on little
sleep," said Martin Oberman,
president of the Chicago Council
of Lawyers.
The Illinois Constitution
requires judges to "devote full
time to judicial duties." "It's kind
of distressing that a justice of the
court ... can't see the plain Ian-

guage of the constitution and
understand that he's bound by it,"
Oberman said.
James, the LaSalle County
state's attorney, said Monday he
is considering whether such a
move would have legal standing.
"I want to make sure it's the
right thing to do," James said.
"Reading between the lines, I
don't think they like Judge
Holdridge's association with
Judge Heiple." Holdridge and
Heiple did not return calls seeking comment.
Holdridge's secretary said he

was hearing cases Monday in
Ottawa.
When
Heiple
pushed
Holdridge for the administrative
position in January, state
Supreme Court Justices Charles
Freeman, Benjamin Miller and
Mary Ann McMorrow said they
wanted to dissent because of the
constitutional provision keeping
judges from working part time.
The three justices said Heiple
gave them the impression there
would be more discussions on
the matter after they filed dissents.

Miller and Anheuser-Busch beer Burma bomb explosion
to be questioned on advertising suspected as terrorism
WASHINGTON (AP)
The Federal Trade
Commission has opened an inquiry into whether two
major beer marketers - Miller Brewing Co. and
Anheuser-Busch - aim advertising at underage
drinkers, company officials said Monday.
Both companies said they are cooperating with the
agency, and one, Anheuser-Busch, issued a statement
saying, "We do not target our advertising toward
young people, period." An FTC official said it is agency policy not to confmn or deny that an investigation
is under way.
The agency's responsibilities include detennining
whether advertising is unfair or deceptive. And a
product marketed to young people not able to buy it
legally might fall within that definition.
Both Miller and Anheuser-Busch mounted ad campaigns last year on the television network MTV, an
estimated about half of whose audience is underage,

according to Advertising Age, which first reported on
the FTC investigation.
In Milwaukee, Susan Henderson, a spokeswoman
for Miller Brewing Co., said the company received an
FTC request for infonnation on media buying on Jan.
14.
"We sent information as requested and are cooperating fully," she said.
She declined to answer additional questions except
to say Miller received an FTC letter, not a subpoena.
In St. Louis, Stephen K. Lambright, vice president
and group executive of Anheuser-Busch Companies
Inc., said the company had not received either a subpoena or any fonn of legal notification from the agency.
Instead, he said, the brewer contacted the agency on
its own and "volunteered to provide them infonnation
on our overall media buying practices."

issues, and that the intercepted communication was
disclosed and used for the purpose of influencing work
relationships and events in the steam plant and physical
plant," the lawsuit states.
Waddell and Bowlby are asking for $10,000 per violation from each of the five defendants, as well as additional legal costs.
They are asking for punitive damages, but Stanko
would not comment on how much they will be requesting.
They also are requesting the tape, any other copies
of the recorded conversation and a restraint from making and using further copies.
Shelly Hock, coordinator of media relations, said the

university could not comment on the lawsuit.
"Basically, we cannot discuss the details of the case
because of the pending litigation," she said.
The case claims the defendants have violated U.S.
Code because they listened and used an electric, intercepted recording of a telephone conversation without
consent.
The lawsuit also states some of the defendants violated the code by disclosing the recorded conversation.
Waddell and Bowlby said in the suit they did not
know their telephone conversations were being intercepted or recorded. They didn't give permission for
anyone to intercept, record, disclose or use their telephone conversations, the lawsuit states.

TICKETSfrompageone
work." she said.
Stump said she has advertised with radio stations
around the area, The Charleston Times-Courier and
The Daily Eastern News.
"We have advertised on WZZQ out of Terre Haute,
WCBH out of Casey, WZNF and WPGU both out of
Champaign and WWCT out of Peoria," she said.
"Tickets will be sold up until the day of the concert
as long as there are tickets available," she said.
Stump also said free tickets to the concert will be

given away on four radio stations in the area.
She said she will be at the food service picnic in
the South Quad on April 16 and at Unity Day on
April 17 to sell tickets for cash only.
The contract for the concert, which was signed
during the week of March 24, assures that The
Squares, Muse and Collective Soul will perfonn at 8
p.m. April 25 in Lantz Gymnasium.
Concert tickets are S12.50 for students and $15 for
the general public.
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RANGOON, Burma (AP) A bombing at the home of one of
Burma's ruling generals fueled speculation Monday of a rift in the
top ranks of the military government.
The government said the bomb exploded Sunday night at the
house ofLt. Ge1,1; Tin Oo, the army chief of stafLThe
losion
killed his daughter; Chci Lei Oo, 34,cwife of:if:l:lt; '
~'er
mother of two children.
·
·· ·
·
According to a government statement, a mail bomb was suspected in the "terrorist bomb explosion." Ethnic and student rebel
groups denied responsibility for the blast, saying the attack suggested an internal power struggle between Gen. Maung Aye, a former
field commander allied with Tin Oo, and the powerful head of military intelligence, Lt. Gen Khin Nyunt. Those claims could not be
proven.
Sunday's attack was the second time in five months that Tin Oo
has been the apparent target of bombs. On Christmas Day, two
blasts tore through a Rangoon pagoda he had visited hours earlier.
Five people were killed and 17 injured.
The bombing came amid a major government offensive against
student and ethnic Karen National Union rebels and followed
attacks by Buddhist monks last month against minority Muslims.
Man Sha, vice secretary-general of the Karen National Union,
attributed the attack to a rivalry within the rul~n_g S.t~H! La~"~~
Order Restoration Council.
·
- ··
:._ ·

Clinton: Mideast peace
talks need to continue
WASHINGTON (AP) - With
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu at his side, President
Clinton declared Monday that he
would explore "any reasonable
opportunity" to get Mideast peace
talks back on track. But he refused to
endorse Netanyahu's call for a Camp
David-style summit
At the outset of a two-hour White
House meeting, Clinton said he
agreed with Netanyahu that Israel
should not have to make concessions
to the Palestinians to end terrorist
attacks on Israeli civilians. "No one
should ever have to bargain to be free
from terrorism," Clinton said.
Clinton also renewed his call for a

statement from Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat of "zero tolerance" for
terrorism.
Aftetward, Clinton described his
talks with Netanyahu as "very thorough," but there was no sign of a
breakthrough.
"We discussed a number of ideas
to move the peace process back on
track. a~uming that the battle for terrorism is engaged effectively,"
Netanyahu said at a news conference.
"These are preliminary discussions. Nothing fonnal, nothing definitive was said. And I'm sure we'll
have the opportunity to continue
these exchange of views over the
coming days and weeks."

SFER STUDENTS you too can Live at Eastern's

Lincolnwood

Pinetree

Premiere Student
Housing Community!
Completely Furnished
PATIOS & BALCONIES

Apartments
• Apt. for 2,3,
or 4 people
•Plenty of
Free Parking
• 24 hour

Maintenance

•Laundry

Facilities
Central Air

Across from Carman Hall
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Professor tells of days
on the side of the law
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By ROB STROUD
City editor
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ANNA BETZELBERGER/ Associate photo editor

Read it
Brent Angelo, a junior elementary education major, looks through books at the ACE/ book
fair Monday afternoon in Coleman Hall. The book sale will continue through Thursday.

Being a teacher does not exclude you
from one thing: jury duty.
Fred Preston, an English education professor at Eastern; said this after serving'" on
the jury last week that found 29-year-old
Thomas Tesch of Mattoon, not guilty of
obstructing justice and concealing a fugitive.
"When you sit in those chairs you feel
the weight of the justice system and- the
weight of your duty to be impartial,"
Preston said.
Tesch was formerly charged with concealing fugitive Charles Drum, 26, 2101
Champaign Ave., of Mattoon. Drum is
charged with first-degree murder in connection with the Jan. 3 murder of Mattoon
resident Shane Ellison.
Preston said he had served on two other
juries, but this was the most serious case
he had ever dealt with because of its connection with the murder.
However, Preston said the jury was able
to separate, in their minds, the charges
against Drum from the charges against
Tesch.
"We were reminded several times that
this was not a murder case," Preston said.
He said Robert Dunst, Tesch's attorney,
emphasized this fact many times.
Nevertheless, Preston said, the jury still
felt the seriousness of the situation.

"You're making an important judgment
that will effect that individual for some
time to come. We all took that very seriously," Preston said.
·
.Preston said the 12-member jury deliberated for an hour before deciding on a
not-guilty verdict.
Preston said he and some of the other
jurors- agreed that they would not discuss
the details of the deliberations after the
trial was over. He said that every member
of the jury eontributed to the discussion.
The jury also took the instructions of
Judge Ashton Waller very seriously, and
never discussed the case with each other
until the deliberations began.
The jury ·discussed the weather, their
jobs and their families, but not the case,
Preston ...said. The jury also listened to
Waller's instructions and avoided reading
newspapers and watching the television
news about the trial.
Preston said serving on the jury was an
inconvenience.
"It definitely interrupts your business,".
Preston said.
Preston said he had to cancel student
conferences ahd classes, po's tpqne the
placement of student teachers and take
longer getting papers graded in order to
serve on the jury.
"My_students were very understanding,"
Preston said. They were willing to rearrarig_e their schedule to work with his jury
duty, Preston said.

University re-opens director search
Human resources department's first try unsuccessful
By DEANA POOLE
' Administration editor
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The search for a director of the human resources
department has been re-opened after the original search
ended without an appointment.
"The search did not prove successful to the university
so they re-opened the search," said Jill Nilsen, special
assistant to the president.
Morgan Olsen, vice president for business affairs, and
Kim Furumo. chair of the search committee, have been
unavailable for the past week for comment.
Douglas Defrain, director of university employee relations at Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind.; William
Evans , th e vi ce preside nt· for human reso urces at
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College in Green Bay,
Wi s.; and Robert Wayland, the acting director of the
human resources department, initially appli ed for the
position.
' Wayland withdrew liis'application during the middle of
the search.
Shelly Flock, coordinator of public information, said
the search was re-opened because of the limited number
of applicants.

"Typically we have a greater applicant pool to chose
from," Flock said. "That might have had something to do
it."
·
Tentatively, applications will be accepted until April 28
and then reviewed by a screening committee. The 10member screening committee representing departments
including academic affairs, business affairs, student
affairs, civi l service counci l, civil rights, council of university administrators, Faculty Senate, Staff Senate, negotiated civil service employees and the human resources
department will rank their top seven candidates.
Campus interviews will be held for the top seven to
nine candidates from July 19 to July 30. The start date for
the position will be Aug. 18.
Olsen will have make the final decision.
Former direc tor of human resources Paul Michaud
resigned last semester to take a position at another university.
Nilsen said Wayland will remain as acting director until
a replacement is found.
Eastern's director of human resources deals with all
phases of e mployment for civil service employees,
inc luding diversity within the workplace on campus,
training employees and collective bargaining.
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ANNA BETZEt:BERGE

Concentrate
S.K. Day, a mathematics professor, tells attendants at a yoga
workshop Monday night in the Sullivan Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union, how to count on their
hands while relaxing and meditating.

State capitol opens its doors to Eastern faculty, students
By MATT ADRIAN
Student Government editor
Students, faculty and staff members can
sign-up to attend "Eastern Day" at the capitol in Springfield to meet with representatives from their districts.
Applications for the trip can be picked up
in the Student Activities Center in room 20 I
of
the
Martin
Lu
ther King Jr. University Union or the political science office located in Coleman Hall.

The applications are due April 23, but
they also will be taken after the deadline.
They can be dropped off in the Stude nt
Activities Center at the union.
The trip is set for April30 and transportation will be provided by the university. The
trip is being organized by Kim Harris, student vice presi~ent for academic affairs.
Harris is currently doing an internship
with Chris Merrifield, Eastern's liaison to
the capitol.
All volunteers who sign up must attend an

Free Pepperoncini's - Just Ask

initial training meeting to learn about issues
pertaining to higher education and to get a
schedule for the day.
Harris said the training meeting will educate students on various issues involving
higher education, so they can be more comfortable when talking to their representatives.
Students can talk about various issues
such as approval of Eastern's budget or student trustees getting a vote on higher education governing boards, Harris said.

F

The volunteers also will be asked to contact their representative or senator and make
an appointment to talk with them about
Eastern on that day.
"We want to promote the university to law
makers, and have them recognize (students)
as a force," Harris said. The students also
will show state legislators that Eastern students are representative of the state, she said.
"Eastern Day" is a good opportunity for
students to get involved and increase their
visibility in Springfield, Harris said.
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Opinion

Cults: Brainwashing the masses for profit
I want to be a cult leader.
Take for instance the recent
example of the Heaven's Gate cult.
The cult, for all its many failures,
managed at least one massive success. One which I believe all of us
can appreciate.
They made money.
BOEHMER
And not only did they make
Regular
columnist
money, but they also knew how to
use it. These cult members did not
rest their "containers" in any humble abode but rather in a mansion
in California.
Admittedly, their residency was reportedly sparsely decorated and filled with pictures of supposed aliens, but it was a
mansion.
And being rich isn't the only benefit.
One need only look at how famous the cult members have
become to see what model citizens they are. The media has
literally been filled with stories about them, and both Time
and Newsweek featured the cult a'> their cover story last week.
Even before Heaven's Gate, other fine organizations such
as the Branch Davidians also captured the hearts of America.
Of course, for both organizations, they only became
famous after they committed suicide, so I suppose their plan
of action wasn't quite flawless.
All right, so there are flaws. But overall I have to say cult
members have taken some unnecessary hits lately.
In fact, I would even go so far as to say their actions may
even prove models for other enterprising citizens looking to
brainwash the masses for themselves.
And should that prove to be the case, who am I to stop
would-be cult leaders from trying to increase their memberships? This is America. What could be more American than
the free exercise of religion (one of the very reasons the
country was founded) and trying to make money?
Cult leaders attempting to swindle money from their followers really should be national heroes.

scon

Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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New parking lot paves
way to good spending
of student-fee money
Although the Parking Committee has recently
approved a price increase for parking tickets and
permits, it has guaranteed a new parking lot that
will somewhat alleviate the campus' ever-swelling
influx of cars.
This guaranteed 250-space parking lot is the first
step in the realization of a long-unrealized dream of
Eastern' s student body - an actual parking
improvement.
Made up of Eastern faculty, staff and students, the
Parking Committee makes
recommendations dealing
with parking issues on campus. It has remained
vague as far as a time line and a location for the
parking lot, anticipating completion some time during the 1997-98 school year and looking at a possible place on the west side of Fourth Street across
from Coleman Hall.
Tom Larson, university police chief and chair of
the committee, said the main thrust behind the additional lot was the response to surveys about the
issue of parking on campus.
The recommendation also fulfills one of the projects set forth by the Campus Improvement Task
Force passed by students last November. The task
force was created to put together a list of campus
improvements that would be paid for by a $50 per
semester student-fee increase.
While the parking improvement was part of the
task force's proposal, none of the fee money would
go toward the proposed parking lot. It was added to
the proposal because it was a student concern.
When students approved the fee increase in the
fall, they thereby entered into a contract with the
university guaranteeing the building of the lot.
This is positive because not only have the students' voices been heard but they are actually being
listened to. Cynicism about how well the rest of the
student-fee money will be spent can momentarily
be put to rest with the initial guarantee of the new
p~king lot.
' While this double guarantee is a step in the right
direction, one question remains. Will the new parking lot be finished in the 1997-98 school year. as set
forth by the parking committee?
The momentum that has been created from the
Campus Improvement Task Force and the Parking
Committee should continue to the President's
Council for final approval, carrying through from
an abstract guarantee to solid reality.

Instead, unlike other revered
leaders of the American populace
such as Michael Jordan and
Pamela Anderson, who have thousands of adoring fans, cults have
been vilified.
Why, I personally wouldn't
mind being a cult leader. After all,
who am I to deny my infinite wisdom to the heathen masses?
Admittedly, I am Catholic.
However, one of the most basic
claims of many recent cult leaders
is their being the next incarnation of the Messiah Himself.
Besides, the leaders of Heaven's Gate truly knew the right
place from which to draw divine inspiration: the altar of television, which I believe many of us already pray to, knowingly or unknowingly so.
Who can't appreciate a cult that bases some of its beliefs
on shows like "Star Trek" and "The X-Files?" I admit to
being a fan of "Babylon 5" and "Star Wars" myself.
Admittedly. I've never considered them to be a great source
for ethics, but a large number of people do watch these shows
religiously.
•
And who can blame them? Mankind has always yearned to
dominate the stars, to extend its hands to the waiting tentacles
of creatures not of the planet Earth.
With cults, you get the promise of all this and more. All
within a context of quiet peace for the members (a result of
the joy of brainwashing), a truly devoted, innovative leader
and perhaps even a chance to hitch a ride on a UFO, if one is
willing to pay the rather high cost of admission.
After all, what's ~ few dozen lives compared to living iri
the lap of luxury and fame (and a few fringe benefitS'fodhe
cult leader)? It's all a matter of priorities.

"Cult leaders
attempting to
swindle money
from their
followers
really should be
national
heroes."

-Scott Boehmer is a regular columnist and a staff writer for
The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address 1s
cusdbl@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.

Ed I. to r1· al

''today's
They paved paradise
And put up a parking lot.

-Joni Mitchell
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CAA is helping develop
Individualized Studies
program, not stalling
Dear editor:
I'm a little irritated at The Daih
Eastern News' implication that the
Council on Academic Affairs subcommittee on the Individualized
Studies program is dragging its feet.
Yes, two weeks have passed, and
there is no chair for the committee.
However, I think The News needs to
understand that these subcommittees
do take some time to convene. While
an Individualized Studies program is
important, it is not my first priority as
the student member of the CAA the
CAA is.
When the proposal was first discussed and its initiators came before
the CAA to answer questions, I was
convinced by that information that it
was not something I could vote to
approve. However, rather than vote
on it that day and simply halt the
whole proposal (I think it would not
have been approved), the CAA made

the decision to create a subcommittee
to furlher examine the proposal and
to try to work with its initiators to
develop something that could meet
the criteria of the CAA.
The point is that the Individualized
Studies program was not proposed by
the CAA. It does not usually create
these proposals itself. Instead, various individuals or deparlments, or in
this case a college, develop these proposals and bring them to the CAA for
approval. The CAA does not have the
primary responsibility for developing
an Individualized Studies program.
The CAA does have an obligation to
further the development of the university, its faculty and its students,
and it is possible that an
Individualized Studies program
would aid in that process.
In the meantime, while the proposal remains "a near-stagnant heap of
unanswered questions" (The News
April 2), there is still a functioning
and healthy Board of Governors

degree program that offers the same
opportunity to Eastern 's continuingeducation students the very same
students the Individualized Studies
program is intended to serve.

Jackie McGrath
student representative
Council on Academic Affairs

letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author's
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters will be
edited according to length and space
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in c hief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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Pin number used to make $200 in calls to sex line
By ROB STROUD
and DENISE RENFRO
Staff editors
An Eastern student reported to campus
police that his pin number and his telephone were used to make more than $200
worth of phone calls to a phone sex line.
Scott M. Dykstra, 19, 770 Carman Hall
reported his pin number had been used to
make $218.04 worth of phone calls from
his telephone to a number which was later
identified as a telephone sex line.
Dykstra reported to police the card with
his pin number on it was seen on the floor
by a heat register before Spring Break. He
also reported his cordless phone was lost
since the end of February and was found on
March 31, reports stated.
"My part of the bill was only $15.33 and
the total was over $200," Dykstra said.
"I've spoken with Illinois Consolidated ...
Eastern telecommunications, Judicial
Board and the housing office, nobody has
been any help."

Dykstra said he is being held responsible
for the phone bill.
Telecommunications Manager Clay
Hopkins said this type of problem does not
occur very often.
"It's not a very common thing for pin
numbers to be stolen," Hopkins said. "In a
hypothetical case," he said, "if the calls are
made from a room with the resident's pin
number then the student would be held
responsible for them.
"When you have a cordless phone you
run the risk of someone else picking up the
phone and using it," Hopkins said.
Hopkins said as soon as the telecommunications office is notified of a problem a

new pin number is issued.
In other city and campus police news:
•Robin L. Banning, 25, 2004 Hayes Ave.,
reported a compact disc player was taken
from the dash of his vehicle between 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. Thursday while it was
parked near Subway in the 600 block of
West Lincoln Avenue.
The compact disk player was valued at
$125, police reports stated.
•Jason A. Jennings, 14, 2318 W. Stoner
Drive, reported his bicycle was taken
between 2: 10 and 2: 15 p.m. Thursday from
the bike rack outside of Wal-Mart, 510 W.
Lincoln Ave. The bicycle was valued at
$330, police reports stated.
• Michael S. McKinney, 20, 303 Sixth St.,
was cited with retail theft at 11 :32 a.m.
Thursday at 1460 E. St., police reports stated.
• Amy O'Laughlin, 21, 506 Andrews Hall,
reported Sunday her front license plate
(AMY 3267) was stolen from the Ninth
Street parking lot. The plate is valued at
$10, police reports stated.

• Angela Marie Dwyer, 21, 174 Phi Sigma
Sigma house, reported to police a scratch
the full length of the door on her 1988 Ford
Festiva. The right rear quarter panel was
also dented with white transfer paint on it,
police reports stated.
Pin number used to make $200 calls to sexline
Pin number used to make $200 calls to sexline
• Michael J. Pour, 22, 8H3 Stevenson Hall,
reported his Schwinn Probe 10-speed
mountain bike was stolen from the rack
outside of Lantz Gymnasium. The cable
was cut on the bike between 1:30 and 2
p.m. on Friday, campus police reports stated.
• A window in the south side of McAfee
Gym was broken by a baseball or similar
object, reports stated. The damage was
reported by Molly Evans, who works in the
Registration Office, can'ipus police reports
stated.
Damage is estimated at $52, police
reports stated.

Five decades of music to be performed Wednesday
By ALICE HOSTY
Staff.writer
An acappella vocal quartet
from North Dakota will perform
five decades of music on
Wednesday.
The Blenders from Fargo,
N.D., will perform at 8 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.

University Union.
Members Ryan Lance, Tim
Kasper and brothers Allan and
Darren Rust are the 1994 and
1995
winners
of
the
Contemporary Artist of the Year
Award from the National
Association of Campus Activities
(NACA).
They have released three
records since they started singing

together in high school, two on
their independent label named
CowTown Records, and a third
recently on the Orchard Lane
label. The Blenders have also
made appearances on the Jay
Leno and Howie Mandel shows.
"We selected The Blenders
because at the NACA they
brought down .the house. They
had 800 people on their feet
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"Love Shack," Ryan said.
While there is no musical
accompaniment, the audience
will not notice because the
singers create their own original
sounds and noises, Ryan said.
The price of admission is $1
for students with an I.D. and $3
for the general public. It is sponsored by the University Board
Mini-Concerts Committee.

Which
.
ISone
todaySJS
hottest t:areas?·
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singing and clapping along with
the music.
They are a very energetic,
wonderful group in high
demand," said University Board
Chair Tom Ryan.
The Blenders sing jazz, pop
rock, acappella and hip-hop with
their own unique style while performing such songs as "Under
The Boardwalk," "Bad" and

..
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Delta zeta
Informational

Tonight 6:30 pm
Delta Zeta House
IO 16 Greek Court

Party

FOK INFORMATION OK RIDES CALL
Courtney at 345· 5804 or Sarah at 58 l ·6839
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Speaker to share challanges
Jazz composer
wins Pulitzer Prize after learning her son was gay
NEW YORK (AP) - Trumpeter Wynton Marsalis became the
first jazz composer to win the Pulitzer Prize for music Monday,
receiving the award for "Blood on the Fields," his epic oratorio on
slavery.
"It means it'll be more easy for other musicians who write in
jazz," a coolly collected Marsalis, an eight-time Grammy winner,
said from his Manhattan apartment. "The value of the music is
being recognized." The piece, written for 14 musicians and three
singers, was commissioned by Lincoln Center where Marsalis has
been artistic director of its Jazz at Lincoln Center for the last
decade.
"Blood on the Fields" centers on two people, Jesse and Leona,
who arrive in America on a slave ship. "It's about them and it's
about the music the music is a character," said the 35-year-old
Marsalis. "The musicians are like a Greek chorus. They comment
on what's going on." The three-hour composition had a mixed
reception during a recent tour. When it was performed in New
York earlier this year, some critics said it was too rambling and too
long.
Frank McCourt's best-selling "Angela's Ashes: A Memoir," his
bittersweet remembrances of growing up in tj)e slums of
Limmerick, Ireland, won the prize for biography.
The author, who taught for much of his career in the New York
City public school system, said the critically embraced book was
named for his mother who wouldn't have liked it. "It was too
revealing," he said. "She was ashamed of our past. ... Her way of
expressing her emotions would have been to cry." For the first
time since 1986, no award was given for drama.
Although three finalists were considered, "the board felt none of
(them) fulfilled the criteria for a Pulitzer," said awards administrator Seymour Topping.
The Pulitzer hasn't been award for drama on 12 other occasions.

By CHRISTINA HIGBY
Staff writer

In conjunction with the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Allies Union Awareness Week, a speaker will
focus on the changes in her life after she learned
her son is a homosexual.
Rhea Murray, a part-time student in Indiana and
part-time assistant to a blind student, will speak at
7 p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Murray spends a large portion of her life traveling, advocating and sharing her struggles with
learning that her son is a homosexual and shares
the experiences she has had.
Aaron Gerlach, president of LGBAU, said that
some members of the LGBAU listened to Murray
speak at the Gay, Lesbian Bisexual College
Conference in February and thought that she was
"motivational and interesting." It was then decided
to have Murray come speak on campus.
Murray began speaking when her 13-year-old
son confronted family members and told them of
his homosexuality.
Murray said when people at school found out
Murray's son was a homosexual,
harassed and given death threats which forced hiS
parents to take him out of school and home school
him.
Murray said her work, her church and the community made life difficult for her and her family.
"My son came out of the closet, my family and I
went into the closet," Murray said.

Mt::snn wJs
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' My son came out of the closet,
my family and I went into the
closet."
-Rhea Murray
Instead of being angry, Murray used this experience as an "opportunity for much needed growth
because before I was a one-dimensional person,"
Murray said.
She wanted support from her community, but
found herself leading the community. This experience led her to start the Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays (P-FLAG) chapter
in Seymour, Ind.
Murray will help heterosexuals to have an open
mind, find their core beliefs, and know that there
is potential for anyone to have a gay child and to
think about what kind of world they would want
for their child.
For students who are homosexuals, lesbians or
bisexuals, Murray said that she can help them see
the pow~r of affirmation and that they are not
responsible for thei~ pare~ts' teactlpns ..
She(also said'the freatmei\r h'et'sbf(i#;eived at
school and the reaction of her. community were
"social injustice issues."
"I was convicted by my heart to do something
about it," Murray said.
Murray will speak to "whomever has a willing
ear," and said she "personalizes the issue."

New drug helps frustrated women 13-year-old assault victim
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP) -Two researchers
believe they have isolated a chemical that produces
orgasms in women even if they have suffered spinal
cord injuries.
The finding could lead one da:y to a pill that would
give the same sensation as an orgasm and also might
have use in treating pain, said Barry R. Komisaruk, a
professor at Rutgers University.
His partner in the research was Rutgers professor
Beverly Whipple, who in 1982 wrote the book "The
G-Spot and Other Recent Discoveries About Human
Sexualities."
Through experiments with lab rats, the researchers
detennined that the brain can receive signals of sexual response through a pathway other than the spinal
cord.
Komisaruk found an alternate pathway through the
vagus nerve, which goes directly from the cervix,
through the abdomen and chest cavity, into the neck
and to the brain stern.
The professors then studied 16 women paralyzed
by spinal cord injuries, and found that three of them
were able to have orgasms through sexual stimulation.
"Contrary to what people may think, we discovered that women in the study who were paralyzed

MONEY'S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

GO OUT?
YOUR
LANDLORD'S
BEGINNING TO

SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT

YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS

CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY

FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812

and had no feeling below the breast area were, in fact,
capable of having orgasm," Komisaruk said.
Those experiments helped lead to the isolation of
the vasoactive intestinal peptide, which he believes is
the neurotransmitter, or nervous system chemical
messenger, in the body that causes the orgasm sensation in the brain.
· ·
That same chemical may also have strong painsuppressing qualities rivaling morphine that one day
may make it a natural source of pain relief,
Komisaruk said.
Dr. John Bancroft, director of the Kinsey Institute
for Research in Sex, Gender and Reproduction in
Bloomington, Ind., said the vasoactive intestinal peptide is one of the chemical messengers called neuropeptides thought to have been involved in erection.
He said neuropeptides are complex, relatively
unstable protein-like chains that can carry messages
across areas of the brain, through the bloodstream or
over nerves in the body.
Because of their instability, Bancroft said it ·would
be difficult to make a pill from a neuropepetide, but
added that Komisaruk's research is generally sound.
"The idea an orgasm could be induced by taking a
pill I would find unlikely, improbable," Bancroft said.

WORK.••
Full Time
Part Time
Seasonal
Temporary
Permanent
Clerical or Industrial Positions

WIN...

Great Prizes

WITH •••

WESTERN STAFF SERVICES

WHEN ...

April 8th, 9th, &10th
from 7:00am to 8:00pm

WHERE•••

1524 Lake Land Blvd
Mattoon, IL.
235-2553 or 345-2553

SIGN UP!
SPIN THE 816 WHEEL!
WIN A PRIZE!
EVERYONE'S A WINNER AT

WESTERN STAFF SERVICES

showing improvements
CHICAGO (AP) - A 13-year-old boy who was beaten in what
police said was a racial attack is now walking and has said the word,
"Mama," his c.Ioctor said Monday..
·. . . . .
. Lenard c1arI(; has been at the Rehabilhatfon''tristilut~'or'b\Wc\igo
since March 28, one week after the attack on the edge of the city's
Bridgeport neighborhood. He suffered massive brain injuries when his
head was slammed into a building and he was kicked repeatedly.
He was comatose for several days.
"Lenard is showing improvements," Dr. Lisa Thornton, his pediatrician, said at a news conference. "He's doing very well.
We're very pleased." Police said Lenard was targeted by three white
men because he is black. Frank Caruso, 18, Michael Kwidzinski, 19,
and Victor Jasas, 17, are each charged with attempted murder, aggravated battery and committing a hate crime.
The three are free on bond and have denied any involvement in the
attack.
Thornton expects Lenard to be at the rehabilitation hospital until at
least the end of April, then he will be in long-term therapy as an outpatient. That could last months or years, depending on his progress, she
said.
Every day, Lenard participates in physical, occupational and speech
therapy. He eats soft food such as mashed potatoes and is able to walk
while leaning only on his mother.
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A two-week long insight into the life of Eastern's new athletic director, Dr. Richard McDuffie
•
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his first athletic event that he attended.

(Right) Dr. McDuffie talks to Rosie Kramarski,
the men's and women's tennis coach about the
crack in the Weller Hall Courts March 26.
(Below) As athletic director, Dr. McDuffie
emcees the athletic department's fund raiser

•

(Left)
Athletic Director
Dr. Richard McDuffie
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(AboverAs a1hletic director, one of Dr. McDuffie's jobs is to sign scholarship forms. Here, he signs a scholarship for a prospective Eastern student
athlete.
(Above) Dr. McDuffie talks to graduate student and volunteer mens
tennis coach Nathan Thomas at the mens tennis match al the Weller
Hall Courts March 26.
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HELP IN CLEANING nice home.
Call 348-8406.

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
kitchen, office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
----=-~c---=c-cc----.C5/2
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
------,-..,..---~22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park,
resorts.
Airfare I
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, ect).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
person at Gowins Restaurant &
Catering, 1700 Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. •
1 p.m., 4 p.m. • 7 p.m.

---=----=--c-c=-c----4/14

FULL TIME ADlJLT ADVOCATE
POSITION WORKING WITH
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred. Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4110
RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE'
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 348·
0288
----c-c=------4/11
CAMP
STAFFSeparate
Northern Minnesota boys camp
and girls camp. Seeking high
energy, caring individuals as
counselors to instruct water skiing, board sailing, swimming, sailing, horseback riding, mountain
biking, archery, gymnastics, and
back packing. Make a difference
in a child's life. June 11 to August
13. Call 314·567-3167.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
RELIABLE PERSON to mow 3
lawns now through fall 348-8406.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

FARM
HELP
WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
machine 348-8906.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
LIFEGUARD NEEDED IMMEDI·
ATELY! Morning and afternoon
hours available. Summer positions available. Apply in person.
Mattoon YMCA. 234-9494. 221
N.16th St. Contact Tracy Huth.
___________4/10
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT- Want to work in America's
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
preserves with excellent benefits
& bonuses? (Seasonal/Summer)
Learn how from Outdoor information services. Call 1-206-971
3624 ext. N57381
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21

Wanted
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all naturaL Call 345·
7413.
4/14
WANTED-:1_0_0_S~T-U_D_E_N_T~S-.Lose
5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. R.N. assisted. Free
gift. $35 tee 1-800-579-1634
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10

Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO LIVE IN APARTMENT.
Close to campus, Fully furnished.
Monthly rent-$159. Please Call
Dottie or Jamie at 581-3052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
2-3 ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR 97-98 SCHOOL YEAR. 1
block from campus, furnished
with washer and dryer. $200 a
month. All utilities included. 348·
0066.
~-------=-4/10
WANTED: 1 OR 2 FEMALE
ROOMMATES to share house.
$150·$175 monthly. Call 3452730.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

Sublessors
SUBLEASE AT PARK PLACE! 3BR apartment. Close to campus.
Furnished. Rent negotiable. 3485597
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 345·
4756.
4/9
SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 2
bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent negotiable and possible extended lease. 348-0198.
4/8
3_S_U_B-LE-S~S~O_R_S_N_E-ED~ED-FOR

SUMMER. Lg 3 BR house, close
to campus. Clean, non-smoker.
Rentreduced.345-2076
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/16
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

ONE TO FOUR SUBLESSORS
NEEDED for house near the
square. Rent negotiable. Call
345-6599
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
SUBLEASE WANTED: Graduate
student needs furnished apartment or house. May through
August. Must allow small dog.
Call Ron at 765-746-5136.
- - - - - - - - - 4/11
3 FEMALE SUBLESSORS to
share a room for summer. Park
Place. Under $200/month furnished.
------~~--4111
1 or 2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR NICE 3 BED·
ROOM HOUSE. Great location.
Rent negotiable. 345-4297.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. LARGE
1 BEDROOM APT. 802 Jackson
Ave. 275.00/mth plus utilities.
Available May 1st. Call 345-1271.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Furnished apt. close to
campus with air. Call 348-7822.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./10
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Furnished, low rent,
and cheap bills. Call Jen/Stacy at
348-0237.
------~---4/11
SUBLEASING FOR SUMMER!
Nice, furnished 2 bedroom apartment, rent negotiable! Call 3459172
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
1 BEDROOM APT. available for
summer. $275/mo. $750 total.
Low bills. Call 348-7062. Leave
message.
----------~15
SUMMER SUBLESSORS needed for 3 bedroom apartment close
to campus! Rent negotiable. 348·
6034.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEEDED 1 BEDROOM APT. rENT
nEGOTIABLE uTILITIES PAID.
cALL 348-8592.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
1 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
ROOMS, A/C, Parking, dishwash·
er, OLDTOWNE apts. Call 348·
0058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15

RENTAL
PROPERTY
EFFICIENCY APT. located at 501
1/2 TAYLOR IN CHARLESTON.
Fully furnished, available May 15,
1997. Lease & deposit required.
Phone 345-6011. After 5:30 Call
345-9462.

NEW DELUXE, LOFT STYLE, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT downtown Mattoon. 1 yr. lease. 3488406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Close to EIU·Extra nice apartments, air conditioned, private
parking, twelve month lease.
Deposits
and
references
required. No pets. Water and
trash. Furnished. Two bedroom·
stove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
compactor, patio-$460/mo. One
bedroom-stove and refrigerator$315/mo.
Studio-stove,
microwave, refrigerator-$300/mo.
J.P. Furlong Realtor 345-8600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14
TWO LARGE ONE BEDROOM
APTS. Heat and trash paid. Next
to campus. 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
SUMMER STORAGE now leas·
ing units starting at $30/month for
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
2 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER 97. Call 342-3475 for
info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10

ONE AND TWO Bedroom apart·
ments available 345-6533.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/17
R.E., 1512 A Street, Jim Wood,
broker.
---------~4/15
EFFICIENCY SUITE FOR 3
Tenants. Three private locking
bedrooms. $480 split 3 ways; 10
month lease. C21 Wood, 1512 A
Street Jim Wood, broker. 345·
4489
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for
97-98 school year. $235/mo. 12
mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
5/5
5~B=E~D=R~O~o=M~H~o=u~s=E=.-A~N~D 2
BEDROOM APT. 1/2 block from
Old Main. Call 345-2730.
4/11
2~A~N~D~3~B=E~D~R=o~O~M~FU R·
NISHED APARTMENTS. Clean,
excellent condition. Good locations. Parking, laundry. No pets.
345-7286
5/5

For Rent
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345·7225.
-~·
5/5
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
apts. for rent. Call 348-1826.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111

FULLY FURNISHED HOUSE-501
TAYLOR GREAT LOCATION, 3
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS Three
Bedrooms for 3 or 4 persons. For
information please can 345-6011
after 5:30 call 345-9462. Ask tor
Larry.
----------~11
FOR SUMMER 2 BDRM FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED
APTS. $300/mo. Water and Trash
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746.
-:-:-c~---,,---,--.,-----5/5
SNUG 3BR HOUSE for 3 ten·
ants. Good location near Lantz.
$570 tor 10 months. Century 21
Wood R.E., 1512 A Street, Jim
Wood, broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/15
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST!
Apartments for 1, 2, or 3 tenants.
Good locations, good prices. Lists
available at Century 21 Wood
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
--~-------5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour mainte·
nance appointment 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART·
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO·
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
CaH 345~~$tt Apartments· avall-'
able.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..c5!5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 34877 46 for appointment.
-,.-----, ________5/5
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 46 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISHWASHER, GARBAGE DISPOS·
AL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
- - - - - - - - - 5/5

~N=EA~R~E=1u~--L=G-4~B=E=D=R=o=o~M,2

bath house, washer/dryer, for 4-6
students. 348-7941.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11

BGC SERVICE Committee meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Greek
Court Common Area.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 50th ANNIVERSARY"COMMITTEE meetil)g
tonight at 8 p.m. in Lawson lobby.
·
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Taylor hall. We
will have nominations for BSU officers and don't forget about the
Scavenger Hunt.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and
Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 12:05 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
the Heritage room-Union. Everyone is welcome.
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in LH 122.
Speaker meeting at 6:00.
RIGHT-TO-LIFE meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Coleman room 213.
TAYLOR & CO. meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the lobby. Additional nominations will be taken for Exec. Board positions. Elections are next
week.
UB CONCERT COMMITTEE Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Paris
room.
UB AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT COMMITTEE first meeting of chairs at
8:30 p.m. in the Casey room. All the information you will need will be
presented then.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND ALLI~$, UNION will be showing the
mo\li\3 "BOUND" at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin 122.'"'Free food.-Everyooe-ls-wel- ··
come.
MCKINNEY HALL COUNCIL meeting tonight at 8:30 p.m. in McKinney
lobby. See you there.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY Last meeting of the semester. Fall
'97 elections for Exec. Board will be held.
PHI BETA LAMBDA meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin 021.
PHI SIGMA Pl meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at 1520 11th st.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus organizalional event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited tor
available space.
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Kansas city fans greet Alomar with booing
;
3
~
)

~

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
Booed when he was introduced
and booed even louder when he
came to bat, Roberto Alomar
returned to baseball Monday.
The Baltimore Orioles second
baseman was playing for the first
time since completing a five-game
suspension for spitting in the face
of umpire John Hirschbeck last
season.
The autograph hounds sought
out Alomar before the game, but
he received a less hospitable
reception when his name was
announced over the public address
system at the Kansas City Royals'
home opener.

upset about baseball's labor problems.
"He was wrong, but there is not
a person around who hasn't made
a mistake," said Jeremy Earl, 16,
who landed an Alomar autograph.
"Forgive and forget," said
Chris Bell, 22, who had a game
program signed by Alomar.
When Alomar had to leave,
those who did not get autographs
were understanding.
"I appreciate your taking the
time, Mr. Alomar," said one.
"Thank you very much, Mr.
Alomar," said another.
Alomar rejoined the Orioles
after an extended stay in Florida

to treat his ankle. He had hurt
"I just try to go out there and
himself stumbling on stairs in his play my game," he said.
apartment building in Baltimore, "If you worry too much about
then aggravated the injury before things, you can't do the best you
spring training in a charity basket- can."
ball game.
Orioles manager Davey Johnson
He received about 15 minutes supported his second baseman.
of treatment on the ankle before
"I know he's going to be sensithe game, and the ankle was heav- . tive about it," Johnson said.
ily taped.
"I know he's going to hear
Alomar declined to talk about things. I told him when they didn't
the suspension as he dressed in the have emotion, that's when he has
clubhouse before batting practice.
to worry."
"Let's talk about baseball," he
Asked to anticipate the pregame
said. "I want to leave it at that." response from the crowd, Johnson
When pressed about how he felt to said: "This is a good Midwestern
finally play again, Alomar tried to town. They have a lot of sense
here."
deflect the questions.

For Rent

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

Personals

Personals

FOR RENT: 2 bdrm remodeled,
near square. H20 incl. Sec.
doors, washefldry&r, exercise,
rooni avaifaole.
parking.
345-6912 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER
BLK, good cond., $600.00/obo.
Oall<348-Q134 leave msg.
4/16
LOFT FOR SALE! Sturdy plus
extras. $100 or best offer. Call
Gwen 581-2606.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
FOR SALE: SMITH CORONA
WORD PROCESSOR AND
MONITOR $150.00 Call 3455384 Ask for Matt.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
'88-'89 Fleer Basketball Set.
Pippen, Rodman, Grant Rookies.
$200 or b/o. Must sell. 345-5197.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8

NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PROCESSING. $4.99 PER ROLL OR
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
FREE FILM $4.99
~---------5/5
4 WEEKS REMAIN UNTIL
FINALS, SO DO YOU HAVE
YOUR RESUME DONE? Well if
not, get it done right at Student
Publications. We have a fast, reliable service that includes cover
letters. CALL TODAY 581-2812,
ask for Adrienne or Leticia
-~---~-~-4/11
PROVOLONE CHEESE, PROVOLONE
CHEESE,
PROVOLONE
CHEESE,
PROVOLONE CHEESE. FREE on all
our subs at JOEY'S. 345-2466speedy delivery.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
ATTN LADIES: Full set of profes·
sional nails super special only
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100.
=-c---=--_ _ _ _4/14
THE PLACE- 8 miles east on
Route 16. Weekly Specials: Mon50 cent drafts. Tues- free pool.
Wed- Ladies' Night, 25 cent
drafts, $1 rail. Thurs· $1 Ice
House. Fri/Sat- live DJ 9-1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
WANT DINNER NEXT SUNDAY
NIGHT? EPSILON SIGMA
ALPHA
WILL
HAVE
A
SPAGHETTI DINNER ON SUNDAY, APRIL 13 from 5 to 8 p.m.
$3 for big spaghetti and garlic
bread. Call 3992 to place your
order and get free delivery to all
dorms including greek and university courts! 90% of all funds goes
to COALITION FOR DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE. ORDER TODAY!
--~~--~--4/11
DELTA ZETA INFORMATIONAL
PARTY TONIGHT. 6:30 p.m.
Delta Zeta House- Greek Court.
For info or rides call Courtney at
345-5804 or Sarah at 581-6839

CONTACT LENSES AND SUNGLASSES mail order. Excellent
prices. Brands include Acuvue,
Newvue, Ray Ban, Vaurnet, Killer
Loop. Call Vince (800)988-5744
or fax (630)968-4156. Visa, MC,
Discover
4/8

CARMEN JANSEN, KRYSIE
RODMAN AND LEIGH ANN WIEGAL
OF
TRI-SIGMA.
Congratulations on making the
1997 Homecoming Committee!
Your sisters are proud of you.
..
4/8
CONGRATS BARBI SMYSER OF
ASA on making Pink Panthers!
Your sisters are proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _418

DAN, DAN, OUR A-PHI MAN·
We're so glad to have you back
as our Bordeaux Beau! Love, the
women of Alpha Phi.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _418

Free

t

The booing picked up for his
first at-bat. Alomar, the game's
second batter, sacrificed after
Brady Anderson's leadoff double.
Anderson scored on a sacrifice
fly by Rafael Palmeiro.
Alomar started at second base,
playing on a sprained ankle that
he said was almost fully healed.
He spent nearly 10 minutes
before batting practice signing
about two dozen autographs for
about a l 00 fans around the thirdbase dugout.
They seemed to have put aside the
September spitting episode that
polarized players and umpires and
further discouraged fans already

UNFURNISHED HOUSES for 3
or 5 clean, non-smoking females.
One year lease. $215 each, near
campus. 345-2564.
--=-~--------4/11
2 BEDROOM, FURNISHED
APARTMENT. 10 month lease.
Trash and water included. 3455048
4/11
ATTENTION STUDENTS three
bedroom house with large
kitchen, close to EIU. Available
Aug. 1 345-2516.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
LARGE 5 BEDROOM HOUSE.
10 month lease. Partly furnished.
3 Blocks South of Charleston
Square. Call between nine and
five. 345-.5088.

86 MUSTANG. 6CL, auto, BLK,
good condition. $3000. Call Kim
Brooks 345-5692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/18

FOR SALE- '92 RED GMC
SONOMA, 59,000 miles, loaded.
Bed cover, camper shell included.
Excellent condition. 345-6912
leave message.
:.:'.!~ 6".:vv'"'.'.~'·c, Yo..;-, I L.~·:.":' ·4lf:1- •·· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _419
4 BEDROOM FURNISHED
FOR SALE- SHARP CAROUSEL
APARTMENTS. 2 blocks from
MICROWAVE, $50, matching
Student Union. Call between 9
recliners, $40 each, 2 black six
and 5. 345-5088.
drawer dressers, $50 each. 3456912 leave message.
-=~-------4/11
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
NEED 2 FEMALES. Fully furnished home. Own bedrooms. All
BEDROOM FURNITURE: Large
utilities included. Semester or 10
Dresser, desk w/chair, end table.
month lease. Security required.
Call Jen 345-6180.
348-0699 after 5 or leave mes4/15
M:--::E-::R:-C:-u-,-R=-Y,..,.-:T=o=-p=-A-Z=---'
8_,_7--,,.G rea t
sage.
4/21
transportation, well-maintained,
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
recent tune-up, new tires, PS, PB,
Water, trash, heat, furnished. No
PM 86K 1200 o.b.o. 345-5101.
_ _ _ _ _ _4114
pets. Security and lease required.
348-0699 after 5 or leave mes1985 CHEVY BLAZER 4x4 V6,
sage.
AUTO, AM/FM CD player Call
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/21
Matt. 345-7971.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4./8
1 BEDROOM AND 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED HOUSES. Available
KEG FRIDGE $350 O.B.O. MTX
June 1. Security deposit and year
Sub Box. Call 348-1869 Ask for
lease. 345-4010.
Chad.
UNIQUE 1 6.EPF!
NISHED FOR 2. 2
from
Buzzard. Call between 9 & 5.
345-5088.

------.,-..---4111

FALL 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Summer only 3 bedroom
apartment. 415 Harrison. 3485032.
4/11
FALL THREE BEDROOM, 1806
11TH Street. Summer houses.
Two bedroom, 1022 2nd. Four
bedroom, 319 Madison. 3485032.

_ _ _ ....._ _ 4/18
FOR RENT: 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT FULLY FURNISHED,
Central
Air.
Lincolnwood Apartments, building
2216, # 204: Last 2nd floor balcony. Call 345-6000.
__4/10
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM APT.
IN ATRIUM. Dishwasher, garbage
disposal, pool and hot tub. With
vanity sinks in each bedroom. 3
or 4 people for Fall 97. Call 3453670.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4111
CHARLESTON FURNISHED
room. Home environment. 1 block
from campus. Meals included.
Female non-smoker. $400 negotiable. 345-1284
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/14

For Sale
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
powerlocks, power sunroof, automatic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
345-1460
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3

..

Personals
CONGRATULATIONS TO JENNIFER WILLIS OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA ON GETTING
ENGAGED TO JASON YOUNG!
Your sisters are happy for you!

----~---...c--c~-c----c-=---4/8

AIMEE WEGLEWSKI OF ASA,
Congrats on being named Sister
of the Month. Your sisters appreciate all your effort and dedication
to the house. Alpha love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
SARA GROOM OF DZ Happy BDay! Love, Your roomies!
4/8
-K-AT"'"H_,Y-K""o_o_y_o-=F-A_L_P_H_A-=PHlCongratulations on becoming the
New Sigma Chi Sweetheart. Your
future roomies are happy for you.
Love, Lagoni, Bedo, & Shahin.
4/8
J_A_S
__O
____
N_R_E_Y_N__
O_L_D_S_O
____
F-TR 1Sl GMA: Your dad is watching
you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/8
TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBERS:
Congratulations on entering 1Week! Good luck! Love, Butter.
-----~----4/8
JEFF ZILCH OF DELTA TAU
DELTA, Thanks for the Easter
Basket, candies, and rose! Love,
the Alphas.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
PHI SIG Greek Singers, Tuggers,
and Air Banders-Keep up the
awesome job. LITP Dwyer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4~

GET EXCITED FOR GREEK
SING SIG KAPS! I know you can
do it! Love, Darcie
-----4/8
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT JILL!
You
deserve the best, and you found
it! Love, Darcie
4/8
=co"'"""'N""G=R~AT=u""LA~T""IO""N=s""'T=o"""'H=o·LLy
SLUDER AND NICOLE COURI
OF SIGMA KAPPA for being
elected to Mortar Board. Your sisters are proud of you!
4/8
A--LL-c-Y~O-U_G
__
U_Y~S-B_E_T=TER
WATCH OUT- You might get
screwed tonight!
4/8
S~l~G-KA-P=s=--cG~E~T-E_X_C~l--T=E~D-FOR

YOUR "Blast from the Past"
tonight!

4/8

S--IG_M_Ac--Sc-IG_M_A_S-,-IG""M..,.A_W_O=-c-ULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE JEN
LAW OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA and
JOHN EKDALE of SIGMA NU on
becoming the Unity King and
Queen at the First Annual Greek
Picnic.

-,,--c-=----=-c-~---4/8

VICTORIA MARKELY OF TRISIGMA you did an outstanding
job w/ the first annual Greek
Picnic. Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/8
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA PHI
WOULD LIKE TO thank V.J.
Bellafore for being such a wonderful Bordeaux Beau.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8

ALPHA PHI'S- Keep up the hard
work, Greek Week is almost here!
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA would like
to thank all the sororities and fraternities that participated in the
first annual Greek Picnic.
4/8
~c-:-o--N-=G-=Rc-cA~T--u--L~AT=1-=0'7N'C-cs--T=o.,.......J·EN

LAW OF PHI SIGMA SIGMA on
becoming the 1997 Unity Day
Queen. LITP your sisters.
4/8
=c=o=N~G=R~A=T~U~LA=T=1o~NS~T=o~E~"RIN

MCGUIRE OF PHI SIGMA
SIGMA for getting pinned by
CHRIS LORANGER of SIGMA
NU. LITP your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8
RYAN PORTER OF SIGMA NU
thanks for being such a great
sweetheart. We love you the sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma.

4/8

"'c"=o""N-=G-=R,..,.A=T:-:cU:-LA""T=:-10'::-:-;NS-=-:A-:-M""'A-:-NDA
GALBREATH OF TRI-SIGMA on
getting lavaliered to KEITH SEIZ
of LAMBDA CHI ALPHA! Love,
Sara
-----~~--4/8
DELTA ZETA EXEC: You are
doing a FANTASTIC job! Keep up
the great work!
4/8
_C_O_N_G_R_A_T_U-LA_T_l_O_N~S--TO

KERRY NOTLER OF DELTA
ZETA on getting lavaliered to
BRIAN MCGAVOR of DELTA
TAU DELTA. Your sisters are
happy for you.

~~~~----~~.,-,-c-c4/8

DELTA ZETA INFORMATIONAL
PARTY, Tuesday April 8th at 6:30.
Come and learn about our
Chapter! For rides or info. Call
Courtney 345-5804 or Sarah 5816839.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/8

Make-Money
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$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326
---..
...5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!
_ _ _ _ 5/5
FUNDRAISER: MOTIVATED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've helped 1000's of groups
raise the money ttley need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121Ext:110.
Free CD to qualified callers.
5/5

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
OFraRf,t., fT'5 M7T,4;11)'1Y5 EA~Y
5.t?Nll\IG :EAt vP1 .va; 1'414 ro
UN/JO ~OF AMFllJB4CUJ
PRo5CCITIPNG! \

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435.
5/5
OF-F--IC__l __
A_L_N
____
O=T--IC__E
____T_O.,--A.LL
SPRING/SUMMER GRADUATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISTINCTIVE
GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIVERY... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
COME IN TO SEE US AT
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800954-7237
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

1Mi HAPP'w' '10 UJCK's' REAPER
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Cubs hoping to turn things around at home
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Chicago Cubs are 0-6. They are
batting an NL-low . 178, have
made a league-high 11 errors and
have been outscored 36-16.
Their ERA is 5.81 and their
only home run was hit by Mark
Grace, who is now on the disabled list.
Things simply have to get better in the seven-game homestand
that starts Tuesday, right? Not
necessarily.
Chicago's first five games at

Wrigley Field will be against the
Florida Marlins and Atlanta
Braves, the same pitching-rich
teams that already have crushed
the Cubs.
And the homestand closes with
two games against the baseballbashing Colorado Rockies.
"I'm not scared. I'm not panicking," said Sammy Sosa, who
is batting .095. "It'll be good to
be back at Wrigley. This club's
too good not to tum it around."
Is it?

Chicago was 76-86 last season,
lost top starter Jaime Navarro to
free agency and has two rookies
in the lineup.
Their major offseason acquisition, reliever Mel Rojas , has
made only two mop-up appearances because there isn't enough
quality pitching in front of him.
And injuries already are a
major factor.
Kevin Tapani., expected to be
the No. 2 starter, had surgery on
his pitching hand and won' t be

back for months.
Grace, the only regular batting
over .222 this season, is out for
another two weeks with a
strained hamstring.
The team's worst start this century was 0- 7 in 1962.
Considering that the Cubs face
more great pitching in the coming
days - including Florida's Al
Leiter and Alex Fernandez and
Atlanta's Greg Maddux and Tom
Glavine - that mark is in serious
jeopardy.

"It' ll be less confusing to get
back home, but we ' ll face the
same pitchers soon," Cubs manager Jim Riggleman said. "We' ve
got to do more at the plate. It's
tough with Grace out, but we just
have to do more."
Sosa had 40 homers and 100
RBis last year. So far this season?
Zip and zip.
"I have a slump every year,"
said Sosa, who wants a new contract for about $10 million annually. 'Tm missing pitches."

ODUMUYIWA
team.
"I wanted to play football in my last
year at Eastern because Spoo told me to
come and try out for the team," he said.
"What happened, though, was that I had
my basketball scholarship and so I had to
concentrate on that."
Odumuyiwa played football and bas.· ketball at West Aurora High School and
came to Eastern on a basketball scholarship in 1992.
According to Odumuyiwa, Mouton's
uncle is a defensive coordinator with the
St. Louis Rams and he made the initial
contact with several NFL coaches, and
the Cowboys liked hi s natural abilities
but his lack of experience kept him off
the Dallas roster.
So Odumuyiwa went on a quest for
experience and found playing time with
the semi-pro Cook County Cardinals.

'

'

I was pu:sh,ed to take it
to another level but I'm
the strongest I've ever been."
-Michael Odumuyiwa,
Ex-Panther hoops star
According to Odumuyiwa, he fini shed
with 89 tackles, 15 sacks and six brokenup passes at the defensive end position.
Mouton said he knew of Odumuyiwa' s
season with the Cardinals.
"He had a pretty damn good year but it
didn' t surprise me that he made it that
far," Mouton said.
In addition to the playing, Odumuyiwa
conditioned with Tom Scott, a former
New York Jets player who served as his

strength coach.
With the conditioning and the year of
experience under his belt, he landed
another tryout with the Cowboys two
weeks ago. Following this tryout, th e
Cowboys offered him a physical and
upon successful completion of the physical, offered him a contract.
Odumuyiwa said all of the conditioning was worth the shot at playing pro
football .
" I w as pu shed to take it to another
le vel but I'm the strong est I'v e e ver
been," he said.
"He . (my strength coach) al ways
pushed me to succeed even when I was
tired. He always told me ' no pain, no
gain."'
Odumuyiwa was listed in the Panther
basketball media guide at 6 feet 6 inches,
230 pounds his senior year. After a year

SURPR.ISE
YOUR.

STARTING SOON ...

.8 REAK_EASr,!.J.
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J

YES, THATS RIGHT, SOON
YOU CAN FEED THAT EARLY
MORNING HUNGER WITH

AR BYS

Place a

BIRTH DAY AD

FEATURING CROISSANT

with a

PHOTO AND
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SANDWICHES AS WELL AS
BISCUIT SANDWICHES. IT ALL
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of playing and conditioning, though, the
former Panther athlete has bulked up to
264 pounds.
Regarding goals for his professional
career, Odumuyiwa believes he will
probably end up on special teams.
"I just want to fit in and work as hard
as I can to make the team," Odumuyiwa,
who mentioned he will use his full
Nigerian name, Oluwasegun, on the contract, said of his goals.
"I'll probably end up on special teams
but I just want to work as hard as I can to
hav e an opportun ity to play. Th e
Cowboys are going to have a mini-camp
five days after the draft."
Spoo said the opportunity will be a
good one for Odumuyiwa.
"I think it' s exciting for him," Spoo
said. "It might have been exciting for us
had he played (Panther football)."

Also Appearing:
MUSE and THE SQUARES

~-

SO GET IN AND CHECK IT OUT!!

Be tter Ingredients. ·
Better Pizza.

1997 AFRICAN AMERICAN
HERITAGE CELEBRATION
Academic Affairs, African American Studies, African American H eritage
Committee Members: Tina Leonard, Debbie H uddleston, Eulalee Anderson, Cecilia
Brinker, Niyi Coker, Mona Davenport, Jean Dilworth Marcus Fizer, Sh elly Polek,
James Irwin, Shashonah Jenkins, James Johnson, Johnetta Jones, Theresa Kanoza,
Johnson Kuma, Michael Lou don, Tiffany McKenzie, Ollie Mae Ray, H erman Taylor,
Katherine Town send, Yoland William s, Alpha Phi Alpha, Annette Samuels, Black
Greek Council, Black Student Union, Career Services, College of Arts and
Humanities, Delta Sigma Theta, Eastern Connection Faculty / Staff Basketball Team,
EIU Althletics, En glish Dept., Heath Services, H ealth Stu dies, Indigo Theatre
Society, Jeremy Jalivay, Lender 's Bagels, Library Sciences, Mel William, Meta
Mickens-Baker, Minority Affairs, Office of Civil Rights/ Affirmative Action and
Diversity, Ray Foundation, Student Affairs, UB Comedy, UB Human Potential, UB
Lectures, Unity Gospel Choir, Vice President Hencken, Vice Presdent Weidner,
Zeta Phi Beta.

Thank You For Your Support!

348-8282
426. W. Lincoln
---------~--,------Perfect Lunch
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Golf teams struggle at Ball State Invitational
By JOSH HARBECK
and CHAD MERDA
The men's and women's golf
teams spent the weekend on the
road as both played at invitationals.
Eastem's men's team competed
in the Ball State Invitational
Monday, and finished 11th in the
20-team field.
Leading the Panthers was Blake
Kearney, whose round of 79 was
five shots off the tournament lead.
Kearney was tied for 17th place
individually.
Backing him up were Jeremy
Morton and Luke Bland, who tied
at 46th with rounds of 84.
Dave Hendricksen finished in a

tie for 55th place with his round of
85, and Brad Zwetschke finished
tied for 78th with a score of 88.
Mark Smaizys checked in with a
95 for Eastern, finishing I 15th.
Ball State won its own tournament by one stroke, as it beat out
the University of Cincinnati 302303.
The University of Indianapolis
wa.<; third with a score of 315, and
Cleveland State University (324)
and the University of Dayton (325)
rounded out the top five.
Ball State's Kevin Reed and
Cincinnati's Nick Lykins were tied
after 18 holes at 74, and remained
tied after two playoff holes to end
the tournament sharing the individual championship.

Del De Mao of Indianapolis and
Mike Limming of Indiana
Wesleyan finished tied for third at
75, and Ball State had four of the
six players tied for fifth at 76.
On the other hand, the women
did not fare so well as they played
Kentucky
in the Eastern
Invitational, taking last place in the
l 3-team field.
Murray State took first .Place,
shooting a combined 646 during the
two day tournament. The
University of Toledo shot 651,
good for second, and Eastern
Kentucky finished a close third
with652.
The Lady Panthers shot 774, 48
strokes off 12th place Youngstown
State.

Despite the last place showing
the team is not disappointed.
"We're a first year team and we
don't expect a lot," freshman Kara
Dohman said . "We have to go out
there and give it all we've got and
whatever happens, happens."
In the 74 player field, the
Eastern's top finisher was Dohman,
who tied with four others for 50th
place. She had rounds of 87 and 91,
good for 34 over par in the tourney.
Julia Corwin shot 88 on the first
day and 92 on the second, finishing
the weekend at 36 over par.
The three others making their
way to the tournament experienced
trouble, as Ann Ankerbrand shot
triple digits both days. Ankerbrand
shot a combined 204, 60 strokes

TAMEfrompagel2 _ _ _ _ _ __ LESTER
Eastern went into the sixth inning of play of the second game with a 7-0 lead. Freshman Julie Fonda lead
of the bottom of the sixth with a triple. Senior Jen
Cherveny laid down a bunt, and beat out the high
throw allowing Fon~ ,to Fros~ tfie pl'lte :Vitq the gameending:~n. ~ ..
The best scoring chance for Tennessee State came in
the fifth. With runners on second and third and one out,
the Lady Tigers tried to pull off a double steal. Eastern
freshman catcher Amy Kukman threw the ball to second were shortstop Fonda made the tag. Fonda then
sent the ball back to Kukman nailing the runner at
home.
"First and third situations are difficult always,"
Fox said. "They don't always work out for us, but they
did that time."
The Lady Panthers got on the scoreboard with a
two-run first inning. Senior Jamie Skerski singled in
Cheiveny and freshman Adrienne Noll to give Eastern
the lead.
The Panthers scored two in the fourth and three in
the fifth.
4 Cherwitnyr..a.nd ·lliloU led Eastern at the plate, .both
going 2-for-3. Noll scored two runs and Cherveny
scored one run and batted in another.
Skerski and freshman Kim Schutte each batted in
two runs. Freshman Melissa Slama joined Noll in scoring two runs.
Schutte took to the mound for the Lady Panthers and
three-hit the Lady Tigers over six. She walked two and
fanned two.
Freshman Sarah Davis pitched for Tennessee State,
collecting the loss. She worked six innings giving up
nine hits for eight runs, all earned. She walked four and
struck out one.
In the first game the Lady Panthers again scored
early and often, getting four runs of Tennessee State
hurler Teresa Onry in the first.
Noll tripled to left over the fielders head after
Cherveny failed to reach base. Skerski walked to put
runners at the corners. After Skerski stole second,
junior Emily Starkey walked to load the bases. Slama

drew the third walk in a row by Onry to score Noll.
Skerski was forced at home on a fielders choice by
Kukman.
Schutte singled to score Starkey and Slama. A steal

'

'

We've slowly started to play better
defense in the first inning and
score more early."
-Stephanie Fox
head softball coach
attempt by Schutte led to an overthrow by Tennessee
State catcher Clorissa Patton, and Kukman raced home
to end the scoring in the inning.
Fox said the Lady Panthers' early lead was something she had stressed.
"Most of our losses have probably come when we
given a run in the first and we haven't scored until
maybe the fifth inning," Fox said. "We've slowly started to play better defense inthe first inning and score
more early. That's what we need to start doing."
The Lady Tigers got on the board in the second
when pinch runner Claudeen Bryant scored on a single
by senior Lee Juana Bryant.
Eastern added two more in the second and three in
the fourth to close out the scoring.
The Lady Tigers went three up, three down to end
the game in the top of the fifth.
Sara DeLeare went to 8-2 on the season by collecting the win. She pitched five innings allowing four hit
and one run. She walked two batters and struck out six.
Onry took the loss in four innings of work. She gave
up seven hits and nine runs. She issued five walks,
including the three in the first that led to a run, and
struck out one batter.
Four of the five batters walked by Onry scored. Only
Jamie Skerski failed to score after getting a free pass to
first, and she was forced out at home.
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Charges reduced for Mesa
CLEVELAND (AP)
The
jury in Jose Mesa's rape trial can
consider a lesser charge when it
begins deliberating Tuesday, a
day after the Cleveland pitcher's
lawyer suddenly rested his case
without calling any witnesses.
Cuyahoga County Judge
Thomas Curran ruled Monday
that the jury of six men and six
women may consider whether
Mesa was guilty of the reduced
charge of gross sexual imposition, instead of a charge of rape.
In addition, the judge threw
out a felony assault charge
against the Indians star reliever,
saying the state did not prove
Mesa intended to hurt one of the

Bar Mixers

jerry's Pizza
& Pub

Lunch
Panther Club
Sandwich

$4.50
Tossed Greek Salad

$5.15
Ck. Fajlta wrap w/
Side Salad

Express Lunch Daily • 15 min. or Less
L
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Corner of 4th and Lincoln
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•PIZZA
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•SPAGHE'TTI
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Children 10 and under eat for $2.00
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this coupon
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•Conflicts and confusion

Big Mike
•Still Serious

KISS
•greatest hits

Tracey Lee
•Many Facez

women.
Defense lawyer Gerald
Messerman rested his case without calling anyone to the stand.
Then, in closing arguments, he
mocked the police investigation
and challenged the truthfulness
of Mesa's accusers.
"What we have here is a story
that
is
chameleon-like,"
Messerman said.
"If we have to be yellow,
we'll be yellow. If we have to be
red, we'll be red. It's tough
when you have to become a
scotch plaid."
He also tried to use the prosecutors' own videotape against
them.

EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm

Dinner
$225

frompage12 _ _

the baseball team's woes. The "little things," as head coach Jim Schmitz
put it, also count. Last year in the Mid-Con the Panthers probably could
have gotten away with the occasional base running error or fielding error
while still coming away with a victory. After all, it's really not all that
hard when teams like Chicago State occupy space in that conference.
In the OVC, however, Schmitz is finding out the little things have to be
done by the team in order to assure or at least have a shot - at victory.
"I knew that playing in the new conference we were going to have to do
the little things, because if we didn't, we wouldn't be able to come away
with a victory," Schmitz said after Sunday's two losses to Southeast
Missouri.
Schmitz added that his team is simply dialing up wrong numbers at this
time, but he is confident things will start taking a tum for the better in the
near future. Yes, this baseball team is in need of a turnaround since the
odds of having a spot in the postseason are not on the Panthers' side right
about now.
So, I guess it's time for the Panthers to start dialing up the right numbers
sometime soon or it's going to be very difficult to make reseivations for
the postseason come May.

Line Dancing 8-10 pm
Drink Special

over.
Marissa Goldensoph and Diedre
Barlow rounded out the field with
73rd and 74th place, respectively.
Goldensoph had some difficulties as she had a first round 107 and
a second of 105. Barlow shot 116
both days, finishing a total of 88
over par for the tourney.
Dohman said the course was
filled with hills and trees, while the
sixth hole gave many golfers trouble because close to the hole on the
left was out of bounds, and they
had trouble staying on the course.
"We need to work on our chipping and putting," Dohman said.
"We need to concentrate a lot more
than we have been and concentrate
more."
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Walk Thru's today in Phipps lecture Hall!
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Greek Week
Chapter OveralPs at 6:30,
Committee at 8:00!
See you there!
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Hard work pays off for Odumyiwa
BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

Baseball team
finding hard
life in OVC
Ahh, springtime. Ifs that time of
year when new life is all around.
For the Panther baseball team,
though, it could probably use a
dose or two of life right about now.
If I remember correctly, last year
at this time our beloved Panthers
were somewhere in the vicinity of
first place and a second straight
Mid-Continent Conference championship. All that was really left
was the formality of the Mid-Con
officials to etch Eastem's name on
to the Mid-Con hardware.
You see, last year at this point
the Panthers were in command of
first place in the Mid-Con with a ~
2 mark and the nearest competitor
was Valparaiso at 3-3.
Talk about being in the so-called
driver's seat
But things sure have changed in
a 12-month span because Eastern is
currently near the bottom of the
conference (3-6), with a 10-18
record after being swept - yes I
said swept - by the last-place team
in the Ohio Valley Conference,
Southeast Missouri State (11-18).
Ouch!
Don't get me wrong here. I knew
as well as anybody else the OVC
was not going to be nearly as easy
as the conference I refer to as the
Mid-Incompetent Conference.
At the same time, though, I for
one still thought Eastern would
have contender status this season.
Unfortunately, there are a few prol>lems that have plagued this Panther
baseball squad in 1997 and I'll start
with the big one that sticks out like
Wiit Chamberlain at a midget convention: PITCHING!
I'm no baseball expert. but I do
know that pitching is a key to winning games no matter how good the
offense is. And hey, the offense is
there, since the Panthers have been
putting out an average. of six runs
per game.
Yet, when you allow Notre
Dame to put up a five-run inning in
a 7-5 win over Eastern, allow
Southeast Missouri to tack on
seven runs in one inning en route to
talring an 11-IO win or let Division
II Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
erase a 9-0 Panther lead and eventually hand Eastern an 11-10 loss,
something is wrong here.
True, two of Eastern's pitchers
are freshmen (Brian Prina and John
Larson), so it's obvious these two
players will take some time to
adjust to the college level.
Yet, when the two top returning
pitchers in Mike Sommerfeld and
Randy Eversgerd have a combined
record of 1- tO, improvement is
clearly needed. A pitching staff
doing its best Chicago Cubs
impression is not the way to stay in
contention for the six-team OVC
postseason tournament
Of course, it would be wrong to
simply blame the pitching staff for
See LESTER page JI

Ex-Panther hoops star to sign
contract with Dallas Cowboys
By BRIAN LESTER
and JOSH HARBECK
Staff writers
Former Panther basketball
standout Michael Odumuyiwa is
going pro - as a football player.
Odumuyiwa, who just finished· up a four-year career in
head coach Rick Samuels'
hoops program in March of
1995, will sign his name on an
NFL contract this morning with
the Dallas Cowboys.

"Two weeks ago I came to
Dallas, and I just had a general
workout five days ago,"
Odumuyiwa said from his
Dallas home in reference to taking the final steps toward realizing a dream he has had since
beginning his workouts last
summer. ~I took the physical
today (Monday) and they (the
Cowboys) liked what they saw."
Although he played basketball for his four seasons at
Eastern, Kevin Mouton, former

Panther assistant hoops coach
and now an assistant at the
University of New Hampshire,
always
questioned
why
Odumuyiwa was not playing on
the gridiron.
"Odumuyiwa was so strong in
the post and he knew how to use
his body well," Mouton said
from his New Hampshire home
Monday night. "During basketball season I always told him,
'you need to be playing football."'
In fact Eastern football head
coach
Bob
Spoo
said
Odumuyiwa showed interest in
playing.
"Something occurred around

that
time
(around
Odumuyiwa's
senior year)
but something,
I can't remember exactly
what it ·was,
kept him from
playing," Spoo
Michael
said. "There
Odumuyiwa
was an interest
but that couldn't be realized
because of the circumstance."
Odumuyiwa said playing basketball was what prevented him
from suiting up with the football
team.
See ODUMUYIWA page JO

Panther softball team tames ·Tigers
By DREW GRANGER
Staff Writer
The Lady Panther softball
team did its share to keep
Tennessee State in the Ohio
Valley Conference cellar by
sweeping the Lady Tigers in a
double-header Monday, 9-1 and
8-0.
The two wins boost Eastern's
record to 19-11 overall, 9-5 in the
OVC. The losses drop Tennessee
State to 3-19 overall and 1-13 in
theOVC.
Both games were called early
due to the slaughter rule. The first
game was called in the fifth
inning, and the second game was
brought to an end in the sixth.
Eastern head coach Stephanie
Fox thinks the team improved it's
offensive performance against
Tennessee State's offspeed pitching.
"We hit great," Fox said. "We
had some people that were struggling that hit great today. It's not
always easy to hit w.ell with slower pitching, and this was slower
pitching. Sometimes it takes a
long time to get used to slow
pitching but we came out and we
hit real well."
See TAME page JI

An Eastern softball player gets reqdJ to hit ie the Lady..J'
Monday at Williams Fiti/d,
-~

Struggling baseball team to host Illini
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther baseball team brings a fivegame losing streak into the game against the
University of Illinois at 3 p.m. Tuesday at
Monier Field.
"I just want our team to get over the
hump," Panther head coach Jim Schmitz
said. "One thing that I wanted our team to
do is play consistent defense, which we
have not done well. If we play good defense
and move runners around, everything else
will fall into place."
The Panthers (10-18 overall, 3-6 in the
Ohio Valley Conference) have lost their last
four road games, including three to
Southeast Missouri over the weekend.
"We had a rough weekend so I scheduled
practice today to regroup and work on the
things we're not doing so well," Schmitz
said. "We are going to isolate on these problems and hopefully do better tomorrow."
The Illini (15-16 overall, 6-6 in the Big
10) are coming in on a losing streak of their
own, as they won the first game and lost the
next three games to Purdue over the weekend. The thre~ losses to Purdue dropped
Illinois' road record to 3-11 on the season.

"We're coming in as we're coming in,
and we're on a three-game losing streak,"
Illinois head coach Richard Jones said.
The Panthers did come away with a 5-4
victory when these two teams faced each
other last year in Champaign.
"They've beaten us the last couple of
years so we have to prepare as well as possible for this game," Jones said. "In a weekday game you try to give some of your
younger players work and some of the older
players that had trouble• over the weekend
help."
So far in the Big I 0 season, Illinois has
two hitters batting over .400, with Aaron
Nieckula leading the way hitting .417.
Nine of his hits have been for extra bases,
with five doubles and three home runs.
The other Illini player hitting over .400
against conference opponents is Craig
Marquie with a .409 batting average. In 44
at bats, Marquie has a team-leading 18 hits
and 15 RBI.
Marquie is the overall batting leader for
the Illini with a .361 average, while Dusty
Rhodes is second on the team with a .351
average. Nieckula has an overall batting
average of .315.
.T he Illini pitching staff is led by Brian

Funk, who has a 3.00 earned run average
and a 1-1 record in the Big 10 games.
Opponents have hit .234 against him so far
this season.
Funk has better luck pitching to left-handed batters. Lefties are batting .167 against
him, while right handers have had better
luck with a .276 batting average against
Funk.
He has pitched six innings in the Big 10
games, giving up four runs, two earned, on
six hits while striking out three and walking
six. He is the lone Illinois pitcher with a
save.
The Illinois pitcher with the most innings
pitched in the Big 10 season is Brett Weber,
who has a 6.23 ERA and a 1-1 record in 21
2/3 innings pitched. He has given up 15
earned runs on 26 hits while striking out 18
and walking 14.
Opponents have hit .255 against Weber on
the season.
Jones said that pitching and hitting were
their strong points until this weekend.
"This past week we had pitching difficulties and we couldn't swing the bats well," he
said. "Right now we just have a sound ball
club with good speed and good right handed
and left handed hitters."

